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NBA 2K18 adds a host of new features to the mix. The most notable additions, however, are visible in MyCareer mode. Your main goal remains to align the created player to 99 overall rating, but you have a lot more freedom along the way than in previous iterations. The new Neighborhood feature throws
the created player into the open world, giving you a real choice of how to spend your time. The road to 99 is long and winding, so let us help guide you in the right direction with our NBA 2K18 MyCareer Guide. By choosing your position and skills Once you create your player, you have to choose your
position on the court: point guard, shooting guard, small forward, power forward, or center. It's really a matter of preference. If you want to ease the offense, choose the point guard. Whether you want to hang low and crash boards, power up front or center is your best bet. Whether you want to be a
versatile wing player, shooting guard or small forward is perfect. Given that you choose which team you play for in MyCareer, you can choose the position where that team is weak. For example, if you choose the Cleveland Cavaliers, choosing a small forward is not a smart bet, because the quality of the
minutes, especially in the first minutes, will be hard to find (say hello LeBron James). Choosing your position, you will be asked to choose the primary and secondary skill. They vary depending on which position you choose, but the importance of these is that they determine your ceiling skills for each stat.
Keep in mind that no matter what you choose, you can progress to 99 overall, but your skills determine your strengths and weaknesses. We prefer to choose one skill that helps yourself and another that helps your team. For example, give yourself a good gear or defense as a basic skill to help your team,
and then choose a shot creation or 3-point shooting as a secondary skill (to help yourself make buckets on your own). Your height, weight and wingspan also affect your starting skills. If you stick to the default signs for your position, none of your skills will either positively or negatively affect, but say that
you increase your growth as a point guard, then some statistics will improve while others will get worse. After tinkering with them for a while, we found that it is preferable to simply keep the proposed height, weight and wingspan for your player. So you don't rock the boat at the beginning when your
established player is already weak in most areas of the game. Level up When your selection team signs you up, you start with a 60 rating. Your long-term goal is to progress to 99 overall, higher than any current NBA star in the game (James tops the list at 97). You can increase your skills in an individual
spending 2K virtual currency (VC). The more you level up, the more VC it costs to increase your skills. Every time you hit a certain level of levels - 65, 70, 75, etc. - you unlock new animations, perks, and additional neighborhood rewards. For The For When you hit 92, you will no longer need to go to a
training facility training session and you will get a skateboard to get around the neighborhood on. You also improve in some aspects of the game by earning badges. Currency and experience points to icons go hand in hand. Icons like Deep Range Deadeye will help you hit contested 3-pointers with your
hands in your face, while Hustle Rebounder means you get rebounds that are usually out of your range. There are 25 badges in total. Earnings badges will help you on the court by giving you more possible factors that go towards upping your class in the game. On your way to 99, you'll probably nab a
large number of them. You earn 2K virtual currency and experience points in almost every aspect of MyCareer, but the bulk of these vital progression tools come from - you guessed it - NBA games. Excellence in NBA games Your performance in NBA games dictates how much experience and currency
you take home after the buzzer sounds. Consider your NBA contract incentive-based: The better you perform, the more rewards you will reap. You start each game with a C (average) rating. The amount of currency you earn is in your class, while the amount of experience is calculated by the areas in
which you fill out the stats sheet (bounces, transfers, points, thefts, etc.). What you will quickly learn is that your definition of superiority and 2K probably doesn't exactly line up. You may be tempted to call for the ball repeatedly (X on PS4, 'A' on Xbox One) and nest as many shots as possible. However,
you can put 30 points and finish with a below average class. MyCareer makes you play team basketball if you want to succeed, so you have to focus on your basics - which is good. In attack, you can class your class by passing the ball to open your teammates. Ball movement and assists are rewarded
generously and your class can go from C to C on first possession if you move the ball effectively. The safety of the ball is paramount. Don't force passes into lanes that don't exist, and don't try to drip through too many defenders. Your class will fall from the revs. You also want to limit your shots. Only take
shots when you have an open view. In the early going, this means taking a high percentage of shots close to the hoop as your player's shot, no matter what skills you choose, won't be great. On defense, it's pretty simple - sticking with your man. Follow your task like a magnet. If he loses you and gets a
bucket, your class is more likely to go down. The only time you have to give up your man is when the shot goes up. Get down in the paint to try and get the rebound. Even as a point guard, if you follow this method, you should be able to snag a few boards each game. As the overall rating The player
increases over time, you can start taking more shots, call for the ball more, and be mostly offense. But the only way to do that is to play fundamental basketball from the start. The higher your your your the more likely your minutes are to be increased. At the end of each contest, your experience points will
be divided into different categories of the icon and you will get a VC. Also, your cover switch meter will fill. Once it reaches 100 percent, the upper limit for some of your attributes will increase, meaning that you can increase the overall level with VC. Skills and turbo boosts especially in the early going,
you're probably going to have some trouble keeping up with NBA stars. If you don't get the production you like from your player, you can buy temporary skills and turbo boosts. Skills boosts can be snagged on Main Street News - a newsagent located just past the 2K zone in the area. For 200 VC, you can
buy a one-game boost to increase any of your 16 attributes temporarily. Two thousand VC gets you 10 games worth of skill boosts, but it's not really a discount - it's just buying in bulk. Because of this, you are almost always better off just buying them a la carte as needed rather than stocking. Turbo
modifiers can be purchased at the Gatorade fuel station inside the school. You can buy fuel bars that increase the turbo by 20 percent, Gatorade, which slows the loss of turbo by 25 percent, and protein bars that allow you to get back the turbo 25 percent faster than usual. Each of them can help you get
closer to the speed and stamina of NBA players as you begin your journey. Don't buy too many of them though: As skills improves, you'll probably grow a real need for them soon. Pickup game neighborhood game mode depends on the social element of basketball. If you visit the playground, you can play
1-on-1, 2-on-2, 3-on-3, and 5-on-5 pickup games with and against other online players. You earn experience in relation to icons and virtual currency here too, but you won't earn as much as you would in NBA games. That is, if you feel like betting some coins. The Ante-up arena, located next to the
practice facility, allows you to bet between 500 and 5,000 coins per game. We do not recommend betting coins until you have leveled up to about 80 in total if you are against other players with similar ratings. Don't forget about the practice former NBA star Allen Iverson may have had less than favorable
opinions about practice, but you, an up-and-coming NBA player, should instead follow an old joke about how to get to Carnegie Hall. Before you play every game, be sure to enter the practice facility. There you can perform three exercises of your choice. They range from scrimmages to just shooting jump
shots. We recommend doing as much exercise as possible through the scrum because you end up earning experience points in several categories. Sometimes, a couple of command exercises will also be thrown into the mix. They can be completed in addition to the three exercises you choose. Practice,
make sure to visit a weight training center to do exercises that work at your speed, speed, endurance, acceleration and lateral quickness. Some of these areas will be considered in games and scrimmages, but to really hone on the icons for these skills, the weight training center is the best option.
Endorsement deals as you dial minutes and turn into consistent activities, shoe and apparel companies will start taking notice and offering you contracts. Endorsement deals give you VC bonuses for wearing company products in the NBA and pick up games. All offers of approval will come through your
agent. By the time we reached 20 NBA games, we had offers from Adidas and Under Armour. Never make the first offer. Instead, ask your agent to revise the terms to increase the currency per game. Adidas offered us 40 coins per NBA game at first, but after asking for new terms, we received a 70 coin
per game offer. Given that you can get offers from Adidas, Under Armour, Nike or Jordan, we really think it's best to wait for all the offers to come in. The quicker way yes, there's a faster way to get to 99. Right out of the gate, you can buy virtual currency with real cash and increase your player from 60 to
85. Although, after that, you have to keep filling the cover switch meter by playing real games. You can buy your way to be a quality player, but you can't totally buy your way to be the best in the game. Avoiding distractions is good, so you can also spend currency on tangible items in the neighborhood.
You can buy new bumps on Foot Locker, pick up new streetwear in an NBA store, and even pay for trendy haircuts and tattoos. While we don't want to spoil your fun, spending precious currency on cosmetic items when you're on your way to 99 isn't necessarily smart. By all means, buy a new shirt after a
good game (and trim this beard), but the more currency you allocate to increase the attribute, the faster you will arrive in the rating of 99. NBA 2K18 is now available for PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch and PC. Kyrie Irving, recently traded from the Cleveland Cavaliers to the Boston Celtics,
graces the cover. Editors' recommendations mappa nba 2k18
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